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**Accelerating To The Cloud: Breaking Through The Cloud-Adoption Plateau**
Deloitte surveyed 200 cloud decision-makers to learn more about their current progress and aspirations, as well as the challenges they're experiencing in migrating to the cloud.

**Netflix Adds Short Clips Feature For Kids, Because Everything Is TikTok Now**
Netflix is aiming to draw in younger viewers by featuring short clips from their library of TV and movies for kids.

**Redbox Unlocks WarnerMedia, Sony Content For AVOD Service**
Redbox is keeping up its rapid streaming expansion strategy by adding new content agreements with WarnerMedia and Sony Pictures Television for its AVOD service.

**5 Reasons Why Blockchain-Based Gaming Economies Are The Future**
Anyone who hasn’t been living under a rock is probably aware that the gaming industry has been on an absolute tear.
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